Entertainment:
1.

Which Hollywood star surprised gym-goers in Doncaster when he
dropped in for a workout in November?
Dwayne Johnson
Two lost episodes of the Morecambe and Wise comedy programme were
found in which African country in November?
Sierra Leone
Ex-footballer Rio Ferdinand announced his engagement to Kate Wright in
November, but what TV show did she rise to fame in?
TOWIE
There was a spate of graffiti in Norwich in November, tagging which
celebrity, who denied that he is behind the graffiti?
Les Dennis
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Everything else:
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
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14.

15.

What is the name of the Italian director of Last Tango in Paris and The
Last Emperor, who died in Rome, aged 77 in November?
Bernardo Bertolucci
What was announced as the Collins Dictionary 2018 Word of the Year in
November?
Single-use
Bill Gates gave a speech in November next to a jar filled with what?
Human faeces
Which US city was the scene of a shooting in a country and Western bar
last week and then hit with wildfires?
Thousand Oaks
Who made history by becoming the first woman to win four all-around
titles at the gymnastics World Championships in November?
Simone Biles
Scientists changes the way that which weight is defined in November?
Kilogram
Who beat Novak Djokovic to win the ATP Finals in November?
Alexander Zverev
Football fans have been mocking a new statue of which English Premier
League player – suggesting it looks more like 1970s singers Leo Sayer
and Art Garfunkel?
Mo (Mohamed) Salah
Which country was said to be baffled in November after Trump praised
them for raking up the leaves in their forests, helping to stop forest fires?
Finland
Ross Edgley has become the first person to swim around Great Britain
but what did he consume more than 500 of during his 1,780-mile
journey?
Bananas
Which magazine did Prince Charles edit to mark his 70th birthday?
Country Life

16.

17.

Cross Counter, made history by becoming the first British-trained
racehorse to win which race in November?
The Melbourne Cup
What is the name of the British academic, who was jailed for spying in
the United Arab Emirates in November and was then pardoned?
Matthew Hedges

